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8squaremcs [wrote]:
"I would like that the gods are more active and that JoS becomes more and more spiritual and physical and we bring more VIP people to our side, this I don't know how but we should reach out and find those special individuals who can do good work for our side. I think that the gods can help us here and to appoint more people into HP status"

Except of the Gods helping us, a True statement, here is what more needs to be done: PEOPLE MUST FUCKING HELP THEMSELVES AND THE GODS.

If I was a VIP billionaire or however else anyone defines "VIP" and I came to the board, I would only like myself and hang out with myself and likely a few top tier contributors to the board, who are capable people. I certainly wouldn't hang out with any "past HPs", and I would likely pay 10 millions for just a dinner with HPS Maxine.

VIPs and so on as pop stars and other crackheads don't always matter in the realistic world. For example, yes, Cardi B is kind of fun, but one cannot really argue she is some spiritual genius. Regardless, Cardi B could too grow herself same as Kanye West from the Joy of Satan. And likely too take her craft to the next level.

Anyhow, the above was to make a couple of points. Generally, people give me that quantitative criteria about Joy of Satan Priesthood.

To put it simply and in all caps:

TO GET THINS TO A SAID LEVEL, DADDY COBRA WILL NOT DO EVERYTHING, AS FATHER OF ALL AND BELOVED SATAN WON'T. BELOVED FAMILY HAS TO ALSO DO ITS OWN WORK. YES, I CANNOT SAVE YOU FROM THIS.

WHEN I WILL TESTIFY TO THE GODS, I WILL TESTIFY ABOUT THE OPPORTUNITIES, MEANS AND POWERS GIVEN, MISTAKES LIKELY
COMMITTED, GREAT WORKS SUCCEEDED AT, TAKING THE JOS FROM 200 MEMBERS IN A YAHOO GROUP AND HERE IT IS NOW, QUALITY OF WORK, SATANIC IMPACT ON SATANIC LIVES, LAUGHS ABOUT JEWS RUINED FROM SEEING GENTILES DO RITUALS AGAIN, ETC ETC ETC.

ALSO THE GODS WILL PRAISE THE MASSIVE SUCCESS I HAD ON THE UPHILL ROAD WITH MY FEW SUPER-BROTHERS AND SUPER SISTERS WHO ACTUALLY WANTED TO DO SOMETHING FOR SATAN'S EMPIRE AND THIS WORLD.

HERE'S WHO THIS DOESN'T INCLUDE AND WHO WON'T BE MENTIONED:

*I WILL NOT BE BLAMED IF YOU [FIGURATIVELY YOU OR ANY SATANIST WHO DOESN'T WANT TO ASCEND HIGHER] CHOSE TO BE A STUPID IDIOT AND REMAINED SO AND THEREFORE USELESS TO THE PLAN BECAUSE YOU THREW YOUR POTENTIAL IN THE TRASH CAN BECAUSE YOU CHOSE TO GO THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION THE GODS HAVE PUT YOU HERE TO GO WHICH WAS TO PROSPER AND GROW SPIRITUALLY!

YOU FUC**ED YOURSELF UP AND SHOT THE GODS IN THE FOOT BY CHOOSING TO BE A USELESS FUCKWIT!! WAKE UP FROM THIS!!*

Getting the disclaimer out of the way, I have to clarify a few things.

Currently, I am climbing the mountain with the already existing reality of what is the JoS. To an extent, we make that reality, but the reality of the things is that this is thrown upon someone.

The more people are pussies, weak, slaves, servile, stingy, retarded, lazy, ungodly, and in general incarnate all the shit qualities that bring this whole existence into oblivion, then this means that is the human product produced out of one's actions.

There was a time where everyone who provided even the absolute basics in guidance and did 5 posts per year, was called a "priest".

This time is over under me, as it was only necessary back in time. At least, the older priests who mattered, like two of them, actually said a few interesting or fun things.
Here's how that went: People who were serious under performers and were doing not much about Satan, became HPs, while dudes like me who are literally living this at 1000% and spending every inch of their life force, existence, power, finances, intellect, spiritual force, very essence, we ended up wearing the same clothing or something.

The Gods fucking wake me up to write a post to help someone, or I will write from a funeral a text prepared the previous day, because I know this will save and help many of my brethren. I had deaths and blowups and still I managed to do what I was ordained to do.

Then you have some dude or female dude who claims they are a muh k00ndalini (Kool Aid) "High Priest" and will not do 5 posts per year for the so called "Community".

Here we have the definition of bullshit, in an applied form. This not only bullshits me, it bullshits the Gods, the community, and everyone else. Whoever does that, deserves no title and should be demoted to a regular member.

That is bullshit, and the new CEO is a "lil crazy with dem demands huuhhh" and doesn't want that shit. This belongs nowhere in Satan's representative positions. Even women who work in brothels even show up twice per week.

I want serious priesthood and seriously advanced people that can take the reins to the future, and whom the community can look up at and idolize, and KNOW that they are seeing the advanced people one is supposed to represent and *BE* in that position.

Not by make believe, but proven by those who toil, those who do, those who are patient, and those who understand of what importance it is for a soul to pray to Satan and Beelzebub and get a response, and to be their friend and warrior and comrade and friend.

Lunatics, crackheads, retards, lazy ass figs that don't have pubic hair and think that can tell me what to do, or who think you are anywhere to measure compared to me, you need to get your loonie rainbow tablets and go back to your bed. We do not compare.

Likewise, the High Priests, Priest and Joy of Satan Guardians must be firm as stone, pure as doves, and powerful like lions, big like whales, smart like ravens,
and kind as a koala holding its child when it comes to the members, organized like bees when it comes to teamwork and respect of the collective.

The High Priests of Satan must be as iron and as steel, proven and verified to be so, be these men or women, and they are to be people of grace and honor.

One cannot call themselves a honourable leader who simply gives up or just jumps out of the ship. People who did that in a war, if they were found, they were shot in the head.

That is not the criteria of Priesthood: With 5-6 posts per year, and a few bullshit words, and pretending absence, these people pretended they were supremely advanced and couldn't do what the Gods literally ordain every High Priest to do.

People of my family were dying and I was writing messages on this board that I had prepared knowing one day earlier in advance that they would die. Yet, every faggot has an excuse in this world.

So, are you an ambitious person that wants to actually be a High Priest of Satan and work to this high level of power, sanctification, purity and strength of mind and spirit, where you will have in all sorts of ways the presence and attention of the Gods in your life?

Then you must work for this. These are the only people who will end up in the Joy of Satan Clergy position, and there will be no recourse and no reduction. There will be no catering to the needs of the "Public", as the public cannot choose because you have no idea how the Path of the Priesthood is, and what strong hands one needs to grip things together. This is like trying to vote a billionaire in their position, but billionaires are not voted in positions, they are chosen by life itself.

I will not put any "Priests" further here for decoration. I cannot answer for every amoralistic or lazy dude or female dude that dropped off the ship because they were lazy or simply didn't give a fuck about you guys, had an emotional twist, and that's the end of it.

I will only answer and will want to answer about at least people who have done things and deserve honourable mentions.
I spent enough time answering about people who didn't spend fucking time to even address our family here trice per year. Or whose best work is just a shit book that doesn't even make sense.

I will blow this place up alone if needed, or take it to the major success it should go, without some decorative plants around.

If I go by sheer amounts of work, time invested, output, goals reached, and so on, I might as well name myself a "Satanic Pope" right now, with the first Satanic Pope being HPS Maxine herself.

I am also nowhere near done; so let's see where this goes.

THAT'S THE MENTALITY A HIGH PRIEST MUST HAVE - BROTHERHOOD, EXPANSION, EMPOWERMENT FOR THE SATANIC FAMILY, AN ENEMY OF ALL WEAKNESS AND DECAY, AND A FRIEND OF THE GODS IN BATTLE AND WAR - OR IN PEACE.

The only reason HPS Maxine hasn't devoted another closely 25 years to this of daily work and labor to build Satan's Empire, is because she cannot do that now. She does, but in another way.

The only thing that will keep a real High Priest from actually doing this, is essentially death, or one having to face circumstances above their own head. We are of Satan and this doesn't change. We continue on the path now or in the thereafter.

On this ladder to power and knowledge, and Satan's favors, there is no "democracy". In other words, while the "many" can actually reason out and see what is helpful, valuable and good, which oftentimes also has brought formal ordainments, the real way upwards is through work and ability.

The ambitious members who have what it takes, must hone this, and they must actually become what they must become.

Step by step. Yet, even if people walk in their steps, their level must already be "high enough" to be quite high compared to the people who are being guided and led, for the safety and joy of the latter, and their advancement upwards.
There is no person married to a God who will not serve the JoS, there is no Kundalini ascended person who will laze out from writing a post to help you, there is no advanced Satanist who is carried to no "astral temple muhhhh Satan' palace uhhhh he luvs me but I can't post twice per year" bullshit that won't follow up with the REAL and NECESSARY work to build Satan's Kingdom on earth.

To hell with the above shit, and to hell to be judged for this lunacy on top of it. The above is just shows for children.

There are current members now who are Guardians or merely advanced members, having done x20 times the work others who just wore the diadems have done. These people have done WAY MORE than many priests of the "past". But they are on their way to the Guardians and the Priests of the future.

A High Priest or a Priest or a Guardian deserves the respect and love of the community, because of service and because of usefulness.

Now, before one becomes a "High Priest", one will have to become a JoS Guardian. The Joy of Satan Guardian will be equal to the Priest, but the Priest will be able to also engage further into spiritual subjects etc. Both titles are honorary, and demand that one is of service to the Gods and the community, and one gets these.

When you will get a title here, as long as I am here, you will get this IN FRONT OF THE GODS. We are all in front of them, although the physical realm tells us we are in front of one another, yet the other people are indeed the children of the Gods, so this has to be taken seriously.

The level of ability and seriousness must be to the extent the High Priest or the Priest or the JoS Guardian, when they say something, it's 99.9% powerful, with the Satanic "Pope" and "High Priest" knowing and answering with 99.99% certainty.

THERE IS A LONG WAY UP AND ENDLESS SPIRITUAL AND MATERIAL BENEFITS. YOU GOT TO WORK FOR THIS.

Long story short, since my aim is to build the STRONGEST FOUNDATION AND THE STRONGEST SPIRITUAL SATANISTS, the people who will be doing this must already be strong themselves. Firm hands are needed.
Ancient unions have fallen into the mud because of all of this. "Oh, let's bring a funny bunny into the Priesthood, so he can tell us bullshit that we like to hear" - NO. Fuck you. We want to live. Go do that shit in your shit nation where you vote jews and funny people like Biden or Zelensky in, who will flatten you.

Haha, Zelensky must have been cute, how about a cute Nuclear bomb WW3 falling on you <3 hehe goy? You got judgement right? You liked him in the Netflix series hihi? So cute...

AND FUCKING INCOMPETENT.

Therefore, that's a NO AND NO.

You get the thought process I think.

Here, the Imperium of the Gods must last forever.

Therefore, with the above explained, that explains three things:

1. The past state of "priests" and how that changes.
2. When and how there will be more, and how this is wholly upgraded.
3. There are many prospective and ambitious people who will do that, but get ready to be trained.

That is the criteria, now one must get to work.

The next generation is being prepared, who will get into this is part of one's inner call and one's work and ascent efforts.
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